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What’s the most 
difficult thing about 

storyboarding for 
e-learning?



Learning Objectives

Business goals
Performance Goals

SMEs

Learners

Interactivity

Visual Design
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Why start with 
a storyboard?
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What does an 
e-learning 

storyboard 
look like?
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Narration Dialogue

Programming notes

Slide Numbers

Learning objectives

Interactivity notes

Graphic suggestions

Slide-to-slide flowchart
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Five-Step Storyboarding Process

Gather



Meet with SMEs



Job shadow with Learners



Review company Best Practices



Google it!
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Gather Organize



















Five-Step Storyboarding Process

Gather Organize Draft



Just start typing something.



Write in a 
conversational

tone.



Detail any specific programming notes.



Never storyboard anything you 
can’t communicate visually.



Story Mapping





Prescott National Forest Fire Safety Tips

What’s the best thing about camping? It has to the campfire! A campfire is a great way to bond with friends or 
family, or to stay warm during a cold night. Although a campfire is meant to be enjoyed, it can also be dangerous 
if you don’t take some simple precautions. 

This is Jim and he’s about to go on a camping trip with his family. In this this course, you will help Jim prepare for 
his camping trip and make sure he has all the supplies and knowledge he needs for a safe campfire. An 
unattended campfire can quickly grow into a wildfire, posing serious risk Jim and his family, and the surrounding 
wildlife and forest. 

To maintain a safe campfire, Jim first needs to make sure he brings the right supplies. At the very minimum, Jim 
should plan on bringing a gallon of water and a shovel. If possible, it would also be helpful for Jim to bring a fire 
extinguisher. We’ll show Jim how to use these supplies later in this course.

Jim also needs to know where to properly place the campfire. Jim should place the campfire a safe distance from 
where he will pitch his tent and away from any overhanging branches. The location should allow Jim to keep a 
close eye on the fire at all times. Once Jim finds that location, he should dig a small pit and surround it with large 
rocks to help contain the fire. 

Maintaining and enjoying a safe campfire doesn’t have to be stressful for Jim and his family, it just takes a few 
simple precautions. 
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Educate your SMEs.



Control the attention of your smes.



Get everyone in the same room.
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Gather Organize Draft Review Finalize









Course Prototype



Why prototype?
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